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Continuing Events
Ukwanshin Kabudan is a not 
for profit, federally 
recognized 501c3 
organization that provides 
education, productions, 
workshops and research with 
the assistance of private and 
public donations.

Our workshops are held at 
Jikoen Hongwanji Temple in 
Kalihi .

- Monthly Gakumin Kai, 
Okinawa History/ Cultural 
Lecture Series, (1st Sunday 
of each month 12pm)

- Shimakutuba
(Okinawan Language) Study 
Club,
( 2nd/4th Mondays each 
month 7:30pm)

- Kimono Making (3rd 
Monday each month 7pm.)

- Sanshin Group (Classical 
style, Tuesdays 7:30pm, Folk 
style, Wednesdays 6:30pm 
beginners, 730pm advanced)

- Cooking Classes 
( quarterly: please check 
Ukwanshin Calendar and 
email)

Ukwanshin Newsletter
Preser v ing Tradit ions of  LooChoo

十五夜中秋祭　Jyugoya: 
Moon Festival Tradition
“Kutushi muzukuyi ya, an churasa 
yukati. kura ni tsin amachi, mazin 
shabira”  The year’s harvest is 
considerably beautiful. Let us take the 
bounty to the storehouse.  NnimajinBushi
Juuguya is the observance of  the lunar August full 
moon. A time to give thanks for the harvest, as well as 
bring family and friends together to celebrate and 
realize how lucky we are to have life and everything that 

surrounds us.  In the days before technology, our ancestors depended on the moon to signal 
times of  planting, harvest, fishing etc.  They also depended on nature to supply water, and good 
weather so they would have good crops and continued abundance of  food from the sea.  They 
knew that their lives and  the lives of  others depended on working together to make sure things 
were taken care of, especially because they lived on islands which needed to be self  sustainable. 
Everyone had a duty to fulfill, from the king, down to the farmers and fishermen.  There were 
times when there was a king or leader who didn’t think about the people, but then would be 
reminded that it is because of  the community that he survived.

Influenced by the Chinese culture and traditions, Jyuguya is still celebrated in Ryukyu, 
Okinawa.  May outlying villages and island communities get together to give thanks to ancestors 
and their deities for a prosperous year, as well as pray for help when the new year begins.  In this 
time when most of  us don’t have to till the land or harvest from the sea, we often forget to take 
time and think about how we still need to cooperate in taking care of  the land and sea so we 
can continue to have food and be less dependent on the outside.  The words of  “Nnimajin” also 
helps us reflect and realize that our prosperity does not mean material goods or money, but 
more importantly to be thankful for family, friends, and life which connects us to our ancestors.
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Keith Nakaganeku Shinshi to Receive Shihan on 
September 21st
Congratulations to Ukwanshin’s Keith shinshi for his promotion 
to Shihan, master instructor of  sanshin.  Keith began his studies 
at an early age of  14, through the instruction of  his grandfather.  
He was one of  the first Hawaii born sanshin players to have 
taken and passed the first level of  testing in Okinawa’s Geino 
Konkuru.  After his grandfather’s passing, and finishing school in 
California, Keith returned to continue sanshin with Seisho 
Nakasone and received his Kyoushi, intructors certificate.  Keith 
teaches privately, as well as on Maui and Hawai`i Island.  
Along with Norman Shinshi, they work to continue the classical 
traditions of  Nomura Ryu Ongaku Kyo Kai in Hawai`i.  

UKWANSHIN NEWSLETTER

FIRST CONFERENCE TO DISCUSS 
OKINAWAN IDENTITY/CULTURE

Ukwanshin’s 9th Gakumun Tour Ready For 
Departure

The Ukwanshin Okinawa Gakumun/Study Tour will be 
leaving in November for its 9th visit back to the birthplace of  our 
ancestors.  We try to keep the group to a maximum of  25, so we 
can use a smaller bus to access places tourists don’t usually see or 
experience.  Ukwanshin also supports Okinawa owned businesses 
and artists while giving participants a grass roots look at Okinawa.  
This year, participants from Seattle, Los Angeles, and Argentina 
will be joining this popular tour.  Tours are usually booked almost 
a year in advance.   If  you would like to reserve a space for next 
year’s tour, please contact Ukwanshin at 
ukwanshinkabudan@gmail.com, or see Eric or Norman for details.

2 Special Shows in Okinawa
This year, Ukwanshin has been asked to present 2 separate 

shows in Okinawa. One will be held at Ashibinaa in Okinawa City 
on November 21st, and the other at the Haebaru Community 
Theater on November 22nd.  The Okinawa City show will be in 
collaboration with Okinawa Hands on NPO which promotes 
shimakutuba through various projects and education after school. 
The Haebaru show will honor survivors of  the war as well as the 
women who preserve the art of  Ryukyu weaving.  Because of  
Ukwanshin’s efforts to revitalize Okinawan language and promote 
stronger identity, Okinawans in Okinawa have realized the 
importance to preserve language and create a stronger identity of  
who they are as Uchinaanchu.  It is one of  Ukwanshin’s missions 
to assist Okinawa in whatever way possible for the future.

LOOCHOO IDENTITY CONFERENCE 2015
In spring 2015, Ukwanshin will be presenting a conference on Okinawan identity 

which will hopefully provide a better understanding of  who we are as Uchinaanchu, and 
create networking and support for individuals and community groups.  We will be looking 
at and discussing how identity holds a place in culture, language, and history through 
various presentations and workshops.  We are trying to present it as non-academic as 
possible so that everyone may feel comfortable to participate.  Through the years, we have 
seen a growing number in the community, who are hungry for more than just being able 
to say “I’m Uchinaanchu”, but who want to be able to explain what it means to be 
Uchinaanchu.  We are not promising a quick fix solution to anything, but, hope that 
participants will leave the conference with a better foundation of  who they are and with a 
deeper understanding, and energy to seek more.  The conference will be held from March 
20-22 on Maui.  Early registration is now open.  For more information or to register 
onoine, please visit our website at http://www.ukwanshin.org/blog/?page_id=1536
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